My dear Tim,

We are gradually setting northward. I hope whether we will be on a line from Tennant Creek.

We finished our work amongst the Wamanuara about a month ago. It was rather a rush all the time that we were there and we were not very of a little break as we were ceremonious one day a night. Then we got a little bit wearing. However, we got some really good results. In the main I come all of these tubes are much like one another but there are sufficient variations to make them interesting. I don't think...
off eastwards and go right across to the McArthur River. We are wondering what luck we shall have amongst the native here as we know nothing whatever about them. What man Matthew (R.H. and the Rev) has been proving everyone all along the line with questions. Fortunately, nearly the people have taken us white plane, but he has put some information of a certain kind from one or two people some of which we have to be conscious. It is a nuisance and will do much harm.

It seems a long time since we started and we have seen a good many strange things. If only we can return good results in the future district we shall
be sure than content to burn our
ear homeward but already what
we have put fully I think justifies
the expedition. I feel sure that
you will all be content.

You can think of us as
slayed by this during the day
and mosquito by night. Of all
the terrible places of 1st year
Camp in 1st watch and I am really
longing for a little bit of pretty
scene - anything rare and hill
multure scrub - porcupine pass.

Now it is most comfortable here
and the few days rest & change are
most refreshing. After all time
is a good deal in a civilized meal
to smoke in a lounge chair
afternoon. I trust that you
are well. Yours very much,
Maldwin Henry.